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INTRODUCTION AND HOW TO USE THIS TOOL
Governors’ offices interested in developing, implementing, and supporting strong principal pipelines should consider using this tool to revisit their current principal 
policies and then work toward an enhanced version of a state principal policy system that recruits, trains, develops, and supports school leaders in a coordinated 
way and at scale. This tool seeks to help state policymakers work across offices, roles, and responsibilities to enhance the individual components of the principal 
pipeline but more importantly, to work with and support districts in developing, implementing, and sustaining an overall principal pipeline system reflective of 
effective policy and practice. In terms of the principal pipeline, states have several powerful policy and regulatory levers at their disposal, including preparation 
program approval (for example, coursework, learning experiences, and faculty qualifications), standards for licensure (both initial certification and recertification), 
and collecting and monitoring data to determine if school leaders are effective on the job . State-level influence, including that of the governor’s office, over the 
principal pipeline can take many forms. For example, state policymakers interested in enhancing principal effectiveness could work with legislators to redefine the 
expectations for preparation programs or choose to build upon existing statutory authority to further define those expectations by working with the state board of 
education on revised regulations  . Furthermore, governors’ offices could set an ambitious agenda to elevate principal policies across the state and then invest in 
that agenda as well as require outcomes from particular initiatives and programs focused on principals. 

To support states in this work, this tool includes the following five sections:
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 + Self-assessment and Building a Policy Steering Committee:  This section 
includes critical questions to help gauge a state’s readiness to pursue work in 
the area of principal policy reform as well as an opportunity for the state to 
plan how they might launch the effort, which representatives need to be at 
the table, and strategies for developing and sustaining a steering committee 
that will support the work in an ongoing way.

 + Developing or Adapting a State Vision and Framework: This section provides 
guidance and questions to support the state’s efforts to establish a set of 
standards and pipeline components, and define how they work together (or 
should work together).

 + Data Gathering and Goal Identification:  This section provides a framework 
for the governor’s office and steering committee members to gather and 
analyze data focused on school leaders across the state, and identify policy 
and practice problem areas to pursue. 

 + Policy Review:  The policy review section is a process whereby the state 
team takes stock of current principal policies. 

 + Action Plan for Change: This section helps states prioritize policy deficiencies 
or gaps in order to achieve the state’s framework or vision. This section is 
also designed to help the state develop specific strategies for developing 
and moving forward an action plan and ensure that policies are working as 
intended and are effective.
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WHY PRINCIPALS MATTER
A decade of research supports principals’ critical role in shaping the quality of teaching and learning at the school level. For example, on average, a principal 
accounts for 25 percent of a school’s total effect on student achievement . A 2012 study found that principals have a stronger effect on all students in a school
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Furthermore, research has found no evidence of low-performing schools turning 
around performance without effective leadership  . Effective school leaders can 
play a substantial role in improving student achievement by their day to day 
efforts toward managing both teaching and learning. Principals can improve 
student learning more than even the most effective teachers and the principal 
is the best-positioned person in schools to ensure successive years of quality 
teaching for every child . In addition, principals can improve teaching and 
learning because they create organizational conditions for better learning and 
work directly with teachers to improve instruction  . 

Equally important, particularly in the current education context, is that strong 
principals are essential to the successful implementation of school-level reform. 
For example, principals are responsible for implementing new standards and 
assessments, tracking and reporting on student growth as well as teacher 
effectiveness, facilitating data-driven instruction, and using data to make 
strategic decisions. Principals are critical to recruiting, developing, evaluating, 
supporting, and retaining the best teachers; 97 percentof teachers say that 
supportive leadership is necessary to keep good teachers in schools   . Coordinated 
and aligned policy systems to recruit, develop, and support far more principals 
to become effective school leaders is an efficient, scalable, and politically-viable 
approach to meet the current challenges facing our schools. 

HOW POLICY CAN SUPPORT PRINCIPAL LEADERSHIP
Effective principal policy systems should start with a shared vision of leadership 
that is agreed upon by a set of knowledgeable and invested individuals. A shared 
vision of leadership identifies the overall goal(s) for school principals across 

schools and districts in the state as well as the key leverage points for how to 
meet those goals. To meet that vision, states should develop and implement 
targeted, comprehensive principal pipelines that are driven at every level by 
high-quality leadership standards. The principal pipeline components might 
include  : 

 + career ladders to offer effective teachers opportunities to practice leadership 
skills; 

 + additional compensation and recognition for effective educators taking on 
increased leadership roles (before, during, and after preparation as a school 
principal); 

 + principal preparation programs that are aligned to the state’s standards and 
program approval processes that require a demonstration of that alignment; 

 + a tiered licensure system that is competency based and aligned with the 
state’s evaluation and support system; and 

 + an evaluation system that consistently informs principals’ professional 
development as well as provides a feedback loop to preparation programs 
to hold them accountable and help them improve. 

However, that sort of principal policy system is rare. Many of the challenges 
principals face in the leadership system derive from a lack of coordination and 
coherence in leadership training, support, and evaluation systems    . For example, 
leadership training programs often do not align well with state standards and 
principal evaluation systems often do not capture research-based competencies 
reflective of an effective school leader. This tool and the sections below seek to 
help states achieve a more comprehensive, reflective, and targeted system for 
getting an effective principal in every school. 
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For state-level reform in the area of school principals to be successful, two factors need to be in place: 1) the state’s political and cultural context for collaboration 
and reform should be conducive to the work; and 2) all key individuals or groups who will be affected by the work need to be “at the table” informing the effort and 
making decisions. Members of steering committees will vary by state—for example, some states have standards boards or commissions that play a pivotal role in 
teacher and principal pipeline work. This section presents initial state participants with a series of questions and prompts for building a policy steering committee 
that will be charged with initiating principal policy reform. The questions are followed by a text box for making final decisions about whether the state is “ready to 
pursue” at work and if so, who will lead, who should be invited to join part of the steering committee, and how the committee will be managed.  

Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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What are the potential facilitators of principal reform across 
the state? What timing is most facilitative of effective change 
efforts? Is there a demonstrated desire for change in the 
field?

How do the policy-making entities in your state interact to 
change or create policy?

What are each entity’s priorities right now? To what degree 
do these priorities inhibit or facilitate the development or 
enactment of school workforce policy, particularly related to 
school principals?

Does a supportive political structure for education reform 
exist? Who must take ownership of policy in order for change 
to occur?

Is education reform financially supported in your state? What 
resources need to be made available? Which individuals or 
groups should be involved if this work requires resources?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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Who needs to be engaged to create principal policies?

Who needs to be engaged to make sure the policy 
development is informed by work in the field? 

Who might be affected by changes in principal policies? 

Who are the allies in this work? Who would be the best 
group or office to lead principal policy reform in the 
identified areas? Would other important groups be willing 
to participate in conversations as well as policy and practice 
reform initiatives focused on school leaders?  
Who are the critical friends—individuals or groups who can 
provide honest, critical feedback to the effort at specific 
points in the process? 

Who are potential adversaries?

What are 1-3 factors that will be critically important to 
developing and sustaining a policy steering committee to 
focus on principal policy reform? Are there lessons learned 
from previous efforts that should be taken into account?
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[ SUMMARY: SECTION I ] 

Summary Information on “Readiness to Pursue” and Building a State Policy Steering Committee.
1. Is the political and cultural context in your state supportive of work and potential state-level change focused on school principals? Why 

or why not?  

2. Who will lead the work?

3. Who are the proposed committee members and at what level will they be involved (for example, policy committee or other)? 

4. How will the policy steering committee be managed?  

5. What will be the steering committee’s scope of decision-making?

I I
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One of the first steps for a state steering committee focused on enhancing principal policy is to develop or adapt a state vision or framework. It is important to 
understand that the steps along a principal’s career path are key leverage points for state policy makers to take action. By implementing policies based on state 
context and aligned to those leverage points, states can take steps towards achieving their desired outcome of having significantly more effective principals, 
especially in the schools that need them the most. Every state should identify the overall goal for school principals across schools and districts, the key leverage 
points in that state for how to meet those goals, and the entity that has authority over the key leverage point. Below is an example principal pipeline that your 
state may adopt or adapt. Following this example are questions to facilitate a state policy steering committee in developing or adapting their own state vision or 
framework.

Figure 1. Principal Pipeline Leverage Points: Building a System of Effective Principals at Scale

Standards Key Leverage Points Example of Who at the State Level 
Can “Pull” Key Lever Produce… Resulting in…

Leadership 
standards 
and job 
description(s) 
prioritize the 
job of the 
principal as an 
instructional 
leader and 
leader of 
adults focused 
on improving 
teaching and 
learning

Principal preparation programs and 
principal certification (recruitment 
and selection into training and the 
profession; quality of training and 
program accreditation; and principal 
certification)

A strong pool of leaders ready to 
assume the principalship by virtue of 
their knowledge, skills, dispositions, 
experience & training

Large numbers 
of high-
performing 
schools led by 
better trained 
and supported 
leaders that 
can improve 
teaching and 
learning

Selective hiring (entry), placement 
(equity), and induction (transitional 
support)

Principals that are both qualified 
and certified with talent placed 
where it is needed most. Accelerated 
development of new leaders through 
mentoring 

Principal evaluation (quality of the 
tool and of the evaluators)

Identification of leaders’ strengths and 
weaknesses relative to performance 
standards

Ongoing professional development 
and support (tailored to needs and 
high quality) that is connected to the 
principal evaluation system 

Continuous improvement of leader 
performance designed to address 
needs identified in evaluation

Working conditions (systems that 
enable better trained leaders to 
improve teaching and learning)

Alignment of accountability, incentives 
and leaders’ authority over people, 
money and time empower them to 
act on their training and experience to 
achieve results
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
Does your state have a principal pipeline vision or framework 
that can immediately be used to guide this work? If so, is the 
vision or framework driven by state standards? Is the steering 
committee group aware of the vision or framework?  

If your state does not have a framework or has one that 
needs to be modified, what design principles should the state 
consider as it pursues a stronger pipeline?
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[ SUMMARY: SECTION II ] 

State’s Final Principal Pipeline Vision or Framework.

Please identify your state’s principal pipeline vision or framework either by including it here or appending it to this tool. 

II
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Before state leaders and policymakers consider pursuing change in the area of school principals, they should first: 1) gather data about the principal labor market 
in their state, including information about the recruitment and retention of principals; and 2) identify overall principal strengths and weaknesses across the state as 
well as focus areas and goals for the work. The below table takes users through a series of data gathering and goal identification questions and prompts to facilitate 
a better understanding of the area of school principals on which the state might focus its work. The table is followed by a summary and reflection box for states to 
use as a final step in making decisions about goals.  

Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
Where do your state’s principals come from (for example, within 
the state? From other states? If so, which states? Traditional 
preparation institutions? Alternative programs)? If available, 
please reference data from specific institutions and programs. 

How many active principals are currently employed in your state? 
What percentage of individuals with active principal licenses are 
employed as school leaders in your state? How many principal 
vacancies are there across your state? 

Does your state currently track principal effectiveness? What 
factors are considered? Does your state track the distribution of 
effective principals across schools and districts? 

Are there any other sources of data about principals that the 
state uses in order to understand need around this issue? 

Do you have specific areas of need across the state in terms of 
number of school leaders, geographic areas of need for school 
leaders, overall quality of school leaders, or all of the above? 
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1. Problem Area: (for example, principal preparation)

Goal(s) for Addressing this Area: (for example, programs better aligned with administrator standards and program completers better 

2. Problem Area: 

Goal(s) for Addressing this Area: 

3. Problem Area: 

Goal(s) for Addressing this Area: 
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[ SUMMARY: SECTION III ] 

State Committee Data Reflection and Goal Setting 

Based on your work in Section III, please identify 3 – 5 problem areas related to school principals in your state as well as goal(s) and in-
tended outcome(s) for each area.

III
equipped for school leadership on “day one”)
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4. Problem Area: 

Goal(s) for Addressing this Area:

5. Problem Area: 

Goal(s) for Addressing this Area: 
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[ SUMMARY: SECTION III CONTINUED ] 

State Committee Data Reflection and Goal Setting 

Based on your work in Section III, please identify 3 – 5 problem areas related to school principals in your state as well as goal(s) and in-
tended outcome(s) for each area.
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Before moving forward on action planning for change focused on key leverage 
points, NGA suggests that steering committees conduct a policy review of all 
legislation, rules, and regulations pertaining to the leverage points on which the 
state would like to focus. Such a policy review allows a steering committee to 
take stock of the ways in which the current policy system facilitates or impedes 
achieving goals or intended outcomes related to principals. Below is a brief 
description of research, best practice, and common barriers around six primary 
leverage points of the principal pipeline. Following that information is a series of 
critical questions for policy committees to consider depending on the leverage 
point on which their work focuses. For example, if a state’s steering committee 
plans to address preparation and certification, they should concentrate on the 
critical questions in those sections. Responses to those critical questions will 
position the steering committee for Section V, which focuses on action planning 
for change and targeted strategies for policy improvement (for example, statute, 
rules, regulations, and guidelines) and practice.  

States should ensure that their principal standards focus principals on increasing 
teacher effectiveness and improving student outcomes. Those short, evidence-
based, and actionable standards should be set in statute or rules and more 
importantly, should inform all aspects of a continuum. Furthermore, every state 
office that affects a state’s individual vision and principal framework or pipeline 
should have a shared understanding and consistent execution of effective 
leadership   (New Leaders, 2012). Many states have adopted or adapted some 
form of the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) standards 
that were revised in 2008 and are undergoing a “refresh” process in 2014. ISLLC 
standards use a continuum of competencies based on a number of criteria 
related to effective leadership. Although many states have adopted or adapted 
the ISLLC standards, those same states’ training, support and evaluation systems 
for principals frequently do not map back to the standards thereby inhibiting the 
ability of the standards to have any real effect. 

The current approach to preparing our nation’s principals is flawed – there is 
an abundance of certified administrators, but a shortage of leaders with the 
competencies needed to help schools succeed. Research indicates pre-service 
programs historically focus on managerial issues such as school law and 
administrative requirements, but fail to address topics needed for instructional 
leadership, such as instructional strategies, curriculum, and supporting teachers’ 
professional growth  . Strong principal preparation programs have a defined 
competency framework, strategic recruiting strategies, rigorous selection 
processes, pair rigorous curriculum with a strong clinical component, provide 
ongoing support for their graduates, and are committed to program review 
and improvement. Principal preparation programs and their district partners 
must invest in clinical experiences that require candidates to demonstrate adult 
leadership skills. Local teacher salary structures often do not help the situation—
they mostly incentivize teachers to seek administrative degrees regardless of 
interest in leadership roles and therefore provide few incentives for programs to 
improve the rigor of their coursework   . 

States’ principal licensure systems should be based on leadership standards 
and help to set the baseline for principal expectations. States should consider 
changing from the traditional test of knowledge approach to certification to one 
that places greater emphasis on the demonstration of expertise, competency, 
and evidence of the ability to lead. States are also enacting changes to principal 
certification that require school leaders to prioritize instructional leadership and 
show evidence of skills to improve the quality of teaching in their schools. A 
professional license should be aligned with states’ principal evaluation systems 
and reserved for school leaders who have demonstrated effectiveness over time. 
States should also develop a process for license renewal that takes effectiveness 
data into account. Finally, states should create simple, but rigorous reciprocity 
criteria by which talented educators from other states can become certified   . 
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setting up school leaders for success. That work is primarily the responsibility of 
school districts (although preparation programs are increasingly being required 
to support induction of graduates); but, states can play a role in supporting 
those important components of the principal pipeline. For example, many 
states have adopted mentoring requirements for newly hired principals  . 
Furthermore, high-quality, practical state standards for principal performance 
can help shape hiring and placement decisions. Last, district-Institute of Higher 
Education (IHE) partnerships can be helpful in allowing shool districts to know 
about the individuals they hire. 

Systems to effectively evaluate school principals still lag behind other 
accountability efforts. In many states, district and state assessments of school 
leaders often do not accurately and effectively align with current principal 
standards, provide opportunities for continuous feedback from principal 
supervisors, or reflect a multi-measured approach to overall performance 
of a school in uniform and objective ways. A strong principal evaluation and 
professional support system should be used for continual improvement 
of instructional leadership; meaningfully differentiated by enough levels of 
performance; use multiple measures in determining performance levels, 
including student achievement outcomes; evaluate principals on an annual basis; 
provide clear, timely, and useful feedback that shapes professional development 
or support; and be used to inform personnel decisions. Furthermore, principal 
performance management systems should be designed to develop and support 
principals in the evaluation and support of teacher effectiveness. States must 
invest the necessary time and resources into implementing evaluation and 
support systems well. States need to raise expectations for the current principal 
corps, identify areas for improvement, provide support for their development, 
and build district capacity to implement systems well    .

Principal turnover is commonplace in some school districts, particularly urban 
areas that serve large numbers of low-performing students. And, consistent 
turnover can be detrimental to developing and sustaining a positive culture 
of instructional improvement in the school. Both school-level and district-
level working conditions can influence the environments in which principals 
work and the challenges they face, particularly in the first few years of the 
principalship   . States can promote high quality working conditions for school 
principals through policies such as those that focus on principal autonomy 
and evaluations of principals that support their efforts toward human capital 
management of teachers and promoting positive school culture    .   
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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Does your state have leadership standards? Are they 
set forth in statute or regulation? Do they focus on the 
most important aspects of a principal’s job—instructional 
leadership, talent management, and school culture? How 
frequently are they revised or revisited?
Do your state’s leadership standards inform all aspects of 
your state’s leadership policies? If so, how? If not, why not? 
What other things influence principal policies?

Do your standards need to be considered as a part of 
preparation program approval? If so, how? If not, what 
standards guide program approval?

Do your state’s leadership standards align with principal 
certification and licensure? 

Are your standards—or a subset—considered by districts 
when they are selecting new principals and matching them 
with schools? 

Do your standards form the basis of your state’s principal 
evaluation system? If so, how? If not, what are the principles 
that guide your evaluation system?

Do your standards inform principal support and 
development? If so, how? If not, what guides principal 
support and development?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes

Pr
in
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l P
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What is the policy and process whereby your principal 
preparation programs are approved? 

What data does your state currently collect on principal 
preparation programs? Does it include any of the following: 
placement rates, retention rates, district satisfaction, 
leadership effectiveness, and effect on student outcomes?

Do you allow alternative preparation programs (including 
districts and non-profits) to prepare principals in your state? 
Do you allow those preparation programs to operate without 
a partnership with an institution of higher education? If so, is 
that model working? If not, would your state consider such a 
model? 
Does the state or your districts provide a salary increase for 
teachers who receive an administrative Master’s degree even 
if they do not take on additional leadership responsibilities?

Do you have data on principal preparation program quality? 
If so, do you use those data to hold programs accountable for 
outcomes?

Which preparation programs are doing the best job at leader 
preparation in your state? How do you know that?

What new data do you need to collect on principal 
preparation programs? What are the challenges to gathering 
and linking this data, especially because key data on program 
graduates, principal hiring and retention, principal licensure, 
and principal effectiveness are often gathered and tracked in 
different places, if at all?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
Pr
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Do you know if your preparation programs include key 
programmatic elements that research has shown to 
be effective, such as rigorous selection of candidates, 
coursework aligned to standards, and clinical leadership 
experiences? Are there programs in your state that do 
not demonstrate these key programmatic elements? If 
so, why do you continue to approve them to operate in 
your state?

Pr
in

ci
pa

l 
Li

ce
ns

ur
e

Does your state have a tiered licensure system? Or does 
your state grant a single leadership certificate with no 
distinction for experience or effectiveness? If not, why 
not?

How frequently do principals need to renew their 
licenses? Would you consider the renewal process to be 
meaningful—why or why not? Are principals required to 
demonstrate effectiveness to renew their license? 

What is the goal of your licensure system? A career 
ladder, a backstop for district variance in implementing 
educator evaluation systems, or something else?

Is everyone that is licensed to serve as a principal each 
year in your state ready to fulfill that role? If not, what is 
most important to change in your policies to make that 
more the case?

Do you think the current license renewal process is 
furthering your state’s goal to have more effective 
principals in all of its schools?

Does your state offer alternative certification routes for 
school leaders? 
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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Do your state’s principal standards drive local-level hiring 
and placement decisions? If so, how? 

Does your state provide districts the kind of data they 
need to make informed hiring and placement decisions? If 
so, how? 

Does your state have mentoring, induction, or coaching 
programs in place for new principals? If so, how long have 
they been in place? Do districts and schools consider the 
programs to be useful and high quality?  

Pr
in

ci
pa

l E
va
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ati

on
 a

nd
 

Pr
of
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al
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Do you have a model principal evaluation system for 
districts to adopt or adapt? When and how was it 
developed? Have districts in your state utilized the model 
system for their local needs?   

To what extent does the evaluation system include 
opportunities to develop and support principals in their 
evaluation and support of teacher effectiveness?

What new investments, if any, have you made in the 
implementation of principal evaluation, including training 
for principal evaluators? Is this sustainable in the long-
term? 

Does your evaluation model align with school 
accountability, implementation of college- and career-
ready standards, and other priority areas?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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What professional development for principals is available 
and how does it meet their needs as identified by their 
evaluation?

Are your resources (state and district) distributed such 
that investments are made in both teacher professional 
development and principal professional development? 
Do you provide sufficient high-quality professional 
development for all principals?
What do you need to do to address the biggest 
challenges to implementing your principal evaluation 
system?

What training have you provided or plan to provide 
for principal managers? Do your districts have enough 
principal managers who can effectively evaluate and 
develop principals?

Are principals in your state being asked to take on 
a myriad of new tasks, including implementing new 
teacher evaluation systems and becoming the school’s 
instructional leader while still carrying out their existing 
administrative and operational duties? If so, is there a 
commonly understood expectation for what that new 
principal role entails? Do principals in your state think the 
new role is sustainable? If not, what needs to change?

What in-service supports are most effective at improving 
principal effectiveness (for example, investments in 
principal professional development, training for principal 
evaluators on coaching and development, setting 
requirements for professional growth plans, providing 
materials and modules for principal development, and 
investing in the capacity of regional education centers)?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes

W
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How much autonomy do principals in your state have? Are 
principals able to hire and place their teachers? 

Does your state collect data on principal turnover? If so, how 
are these data used? 

What is the role of principal supervisors in your state? Where 
are improvements needed in the role of principal supervisor? 

Do principals in your state have the right tools, resources, 
and support for good time-management? 

IV
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Using responses from Section IV above, state policy steering committees should prioritize areas for change and develop next steps for addressing 
these areas. There are three tables below that provide space to focus on and plan for at least one and no more than three areas for change.

Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes

Le
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ra
ge

 P
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nt
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e 

#1

Identify Key Leverage Point for Change (#1):

How do the policies in this area that are described in Section 
IV support or challenge the principal pipeline vision or 
framework in your state? 

What specific aspects of the policy area do you think your 
state needs to address?  

What are some ways the steering committee thinks the state 
can make improvements in this policy area?  

What will be the intended purpose of those improvements? 

What are the necessary conditions for those improvements 
to take place? 

What challenges must be overcome for those improvements 
to take place? 
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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e 
#1

At what level will changes need to be made in order for 
improvements to actually occur (legislation, rules/guidelines, 
or practice)? 

How will the steering committee approach those efforts to 
make change? 

Who will be important players across the state in ensuring 
the suggested changes take place? 

How will those changes connect to other efforts in the state 
focused on principals? 

What are 2-3 implications of proposed changes in this area? 

How will this work be funded, including existing local, 
state, and federal funding streams? How will the work be 
sustained?  

How will the state communicate about this work? 
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 #
1

What will be the timeline for this work? 

How will the state monitor work in this area in order to 
ensure effectiveness and solve problems that arise? What 
will be the role of the state? The role of the LEAs? The 
continuous improvement process? The expected changes 
to outcomes for students?
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
Le
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#2

Identify Key Leverage Point for Change (#2):

How do the policies in this area that are described in Section 
IV support or challenge the principal pipeline vision or 
framework in your state? 

What specific aspects of the policy area do you think your 
state needs to address?  

What are some ways the steering committee thinks the state 
can make improvements in this policy area?  

What will be the intended purpose of those improvements? 

What are the necessary conditions for those improvements 
to take place? 

What challenges must be overcome for those improvements 
to take place? 
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#2

At what level will changes need to be made in order for 
improvements to actually occur (legislation, rules/guidelines, 
and/or practice)? 

How will the steering committee approach those efforts to 
make change? 

Who will be important players across the state in ensuring 
the suggested changes take place? 

How will those changes connect to other efforts in the state 
focused on principals? 

What are 2-3 implications of proposed changes in this area? 

How will this work be funded, including existing local, 
state, and federal funding streams? How will the work be 
sustained? 

How will the state communicate about this work? 
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Area for Analysis Responses and State Notes
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2
What will be the timeline for this work? 

How will the state monitor work in this area in order to 
ensure effectiveness and solve problems that arise? What 
will be the role of the state? The role of the LEAs? The 
continuous improvement process? The expected changes 
to outcomes for students?
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#3

Identify Key Leverage Point for Change (#3):

How do the policies in this area that are described in Section 
IV support or challenge the principal pipeline vision or 
framework in your state? 

What specific aspects of the policy area do you think your 
state needs to address?  

What are some ways the steering committee thinks the state 
can make improvements in this policy area?  

What will be the intended purpose of those improvements? 

What are the necessary conditions for those improvements 
to take place? 

What challenges must be overcome for those improvements 
to take place? 
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At what level will changes need to be made in order for 
improvements to actually occur (legislation, rules/guidelines, 
and/or practice)?

How will the steering committee approach those efforts to 
make change? 

Who will be important players across the state in ensuring 
the suggested changes take place? 

How will those changes connect to other efforts in the state 
focused on principals? 

What are 2-3 implications of proposed changes in this area? 

How will this work be funded, including existing local, 
state, and federal funding streams? How will the work be 
sustained? 

How will the state communicate about this work?
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What will be the timeline for this work? 

How will the state monitor work in this area in order to 
ensure effectiveness and solve problems that arise? What 
will be the role of the state? The role of the LEAs? The 
continuous improvement process? The expected changes 
to outcomes for students?
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